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ABOUT US

More : https://www.dobramesta.cz/partnership-for-urban-mobility

The Partnership for Urban Mobility is a nationwide, voluntary,
non-political and non-governmental organization that operates
as a registered association, with cities, towns, regions, unions,
professional and non-profit organizations as its members.

The Partnership for Urban Mobility aims to implement one of
14 projects of the Urban Agenda for the EU, namely the
Partnership for Urban Mobility project, in the Czech and Slovak
context.

The association has set a mission to build Good Cities and to
develop them with the use of seven principles. It has been
operating since 2013, and has gathered a total of 91 members
by December 31, 2019.

Our website in Czech https://www.dobramesta.cz/

https://www.dobramesta.cz/partnership-for-urban-mobility
https://www.dobramesta.cz/


#More: https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/urban-agenda

OUR CONTEXT

https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/urban-agenda
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EUROPEAN CONTEXT
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EXPERIENCES

https://ecf.com/dashboard

https://ecf.com/dashboard
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CYCLING

Creating safe and segregated cycling infrastructure 

is essential to ensure cyclists are physically safe and 

feel safe. This is particularly important to make 

cycling an option for a wide range of ages and 

abilities post-lockdown. Against the backdrop of the 

decreased use and capacity of public transport, 

cycling will become a key alternative for short- and 

medium- distance journeys. In the mid-term, efforts 

must be made to follow a network approach for 

cycling infrastructure. This will reduce the pressure 

on individual streets and allow for people to cycle 

throughout the city with confidence and safety.
Mobycon, Making safe space for cycling in 10 days

Where is the Czech Republic?

https://mobycon.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/FrKr-Berlin_Guide-EN.pdf
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SPEED REDUCTION
SLOW STREETS

Speed reduction measures / slow streets 

Many cities are reducing speed limits, especially 

on residential streets during lockdown and 

planning to extend into post-lockdown to 

ensure safe walking and cycling for a large 

number of users. Lower vehicle speeds enable 

safer, healthier and more liveable environments.

Where is the Czech Republic?
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OPEN STREETS
Open streets are entire streets open to cyclists and 

pedestrians but closed to all but emergency/essential 

car access. In Milan, the Strade Aperte (Open Streets) 

project seeks to prioritise movement on foot and by 

bike in a number of ways. Pedestrians will be given the 

greatest priority by widening pavements, 

implementing tactical urbanism approaches such as 

‘parklets’, and closing some streets to traffic 

altogether. Open streets can be used as play streets, 

school streets or markets (NACTO, 2020). Respacing 

can also support teleworking, by creating physical 

environments in urban areas where children can safely 

play on the street. Pleasant, sufficient and green 

outdoor spaces are also extremely important for 

physical and mental wellbeing.

NACTO, Streets for Pandemic Response and Recovery

Where is the Czech Republic?

Milan has started the 
implementation of #StradeAperte 
#OpenStreets project for low-cost 
temporary bike lanes and widened 
sidewalks: 
https://twitter.com/hashtag/OpenS
treets?src=hashtag_click

https://nacto.org/streets-for-pandemic-response-recovery/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/OpenStreets?src=hashtag_click


SHARED MOBILITY
Several cities and shared mobility providers saw an 

opportunity with the crisis and opted to repurpose 

their fleets to support essential workers and others 

that still needed to move around. In Berlin and 

London, state-sponsored bike-sharing companies 

offered free rides for healthcare professionals and 

other essential workers . Budapest adopted a drastic 

reduction of the price for the monthly subscription to 

MOL Bubi - the city bike-sharing system – which, 

coupled with the new bike lanes, prompted a big 

increase in the use of the bike-sharing system.

Der Tagesspiegel, Fahrradläden bleiben offen, 
Nextbike-Leihräder werden günstiger; PBSC, Cycling
and bikeshare take centre
Budapest, More simple MOL Bubi service during the
COVID-19 pandemic: online registration and a monthly
fee of HUF 100

Where is the Czech Republic?

Good practice:

• Billy Bike, Brussels The Brussels-based e-bike-sharing 

company Billy Bike saw the number of people using its bikes 

triple compared to pre-lockdown numbers, after their 

competitors withdrew their services. With public transport 

services reduced in Brussels, people looked for sustainable 

alternatives to carry out short- and medium-distance daily 

journeys. Shared e-bikes have proven a useful alternative 

mode during this period where the availability and extent 

of public transport is limited. In order to expand their 

services, the company has invited users to become 

shareholders as a first step in the direction of helping bike-

sharing become a true pillar of public transport. The 

initiative has been received very positively, showing that 

shared mobility is a relevant alternative in the city and can 

contribute to solving the many transportrelated challenges 

it faces.

Brussels Times, Billy Bike crowdfunds to become a real public transportation; POLIS network, Post-
Lockdown Mobility webinar report: Sharing is (Still) Good

https://www.tagesspiegel.de/berlin/fahradfahren-gegen-das-infektionsrisiko-fahrradlaeden-bleiben-offen-nextbike-leihraeder-werden-guenstiger/25653094.html.
https://www.pbsc.com/es/blog/2020/06/cycling-and-bike-share-take-centre-stage-in-the-new-covid-reality
https://koronavirus.budapest.hu/en/2020/04/03/more-simple-mol-bubi-service-during-the-covid-19-pandemic-online-registration-and-a-monthly-fee-of-huf-100/
https://www.brusselstimes.com/brussels/111675/billy-bike-crowdfunds-to-become-a-real-public-transportation/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/post-lockdown-mobility-webinar-report-sharing-is-still-good/
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COVID-19 IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

The truth is that we mainly dealt 
with COVID-19, not bicycle 
traffic.

Nonetheless, for every challenge 
that the COVID-19 crisis brings 
in the field of mobility, there is 
also an opportunity.
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OPPORTUNITY FOR US

Více: https://www.akademiemobility.cz/shrnuti

DANUBE CYCLE PLAN
The project Danube Cycle Plans addresses these 
challenges by setting actions to strengthen the three main 
pillars of cycling promotion: 
(1) Facilitate the development of cycling policies at 

national and transnational level supported by National 
Cycling Plans based on a common transnational 
Danube Cycling Strategy; 

(2) Support the provision of adequate cycling 
infrastructure by defining the Danube Cycle Route 
Network, developing common standards and deriving 
an investment plan to upgrade current conditions; 

(3) Increase the awareness of relevant stakeholders for 
the needs of cyclists and increase their capacity to 
promote cycling in the whole Danube region by 
implementing a mentoring system, inspiration events 
and national cycling conferences. 

The project is embedded in THE PEP Partnership on Cycling 
(UNECE/WHO) who´s masterplan gives valuable input for the 
project and vice versa, the project´s outputs will backflow to the 
pan-European level.

https://www.akademiemobility.cz/shrnuti
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1) THE GOVERNMENT APPROACH - WE CONNECT PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS LONGING FOR A CHANGE

We are looking for partners with the same
approach to the transport and mobility
solutions.

Together we can help the Transport Ministry to
develop and to implement an innovative
Government Urban and Active Mobility
Concept.

There are some places to show that both the
will and the desire to improve our surrounding
space may not necessarily be mandated by any
law or strategy.

The key is how successful we are in turning our
visions into particular changes in the streets.

More information please find on
https://www.dobramesta.cz/vladni-koncepce

https://www.dobramesta.cz/vladni-koncepce
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2) WE HELP BUILD EUROVELO AND LONG-DISTANCE CYCLING NETWORKS

We monitor the intents of municipalities or regions to build
infrastructure for cyclists that requires higher costs.

It is necessary to set correctly the conditions for IROP for the
new programme period 2021-2027, as well as to coordinate the
conditions with support coming from the State Fund for
Transport Infrastructure. Various sections will be presented on
https://www.dobramesta.cz/paterni-trasy.

Besides, we'd like to cooperate with CzechTourism in the
"Cesko jede" project: www.ceskojede.cz.

https://www.dobramesta.cz/paterni-trasy
http://www.ceskojede.cz/
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3.A) SUMP 2.0 METHODOLOGY - WE LEARN, WE TEACH, WE HELP, WE VISIT PARTNERS

Together with Faculty of Transport CTU Prague, the University
of Pardubice and the University of Economics Prague we are
working to update the SUMP methodology (so-called SUMP
2.0), based on ongoing consultations with politicians, officials,
experts and the public. This participation can be seen as a
mutual educational programme in which everyone is both
teacher, and student. We assume everyone has already
encountered the issue.

The four following characteristics make the approach of the
Partnership original:

1. Focusing on training new urban mobility managers;

2. Providing independent consultations on the SUMP
development and implementation;

3. Talking more about the humanitarian dimension of SUMP
than the technical one;

4. Emphasising more the need of creating public and street
space with regard to the promotion of active mobility,
environmental protection and safety of vulnarable users.

A web site https://www.akademiemobility.cz/ was
developed as an analogue of the EU
https://www.eltis.org/. This a platform is to publish not
only single lessons, but also all relevant information on
sustainable mobility planning.

https://www.akademiemobility.cz/
https://www.eltis.org/
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3.A) SUMP 2.0 METHODOLOGY - WE LEARN, WE TEACH, WE HELP, WE VISIT PARTNERS
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3.B) CITYCHANGERS - WE ENHANCE PUBLIC PARTICIPATION – WE CHANGE OUR CITIES

www.citychangers.eu

Well-done communication and participation are often keys to the
success of implemented transport and mobility measures.
Therefore, we assist towns and cities with positive way of
communication, and without parking being addressed as a
matter of priority. This is why we are creating a national
participation campaign CityChangers (www.citychangers.eu), as
a citizen platform for interconnecting not only politicians and
officials, but active and engaged people in local communities first
of all, who are interested in transport and mobility solutions.

How can you join the platform?

• Sign the CityChangers call: https://www.dobramesta.cz/.
• Interview selected CityChangers representatives.
• "Show off" your good practice examples, as well as ideas to

be implemented by the end of 2022.

http://www.citychangers.eu/
https://www.dobramesta.cz/
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Více: https://www.dobramesta.cz/vyzva

3.B) CITYCHANGERS - WE ENHANCE PUBLIC PARTICIPATION – WE CHANGE OUR CITIES

https://www.dobramesta.cz/vyzva
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3.B) CITYCHANGERS - WE ENHANCE PUBLIC PARTICIPATION – WE CHANGE OUR CITIES
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Ing. Jaroslav Martinek

Partnership for Urban Mobility

tel.: 00 420 602 503 617

jarda@dobramesta.cz

www.dobramesta.cz

Thank you for the attention.

mailto:jarda@dobramesta.cz
http://www.praha-suchdol.cz/smacker

